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INTRODUCTION 

Many higher education institutions use digital learning management systems (LMS) to 
deliver their courses. Probably the most well-known platform is Moodle, which keeps the lead 
in number of users according to the statistics of 2018 [1]. There are tens and tens of other 
solutions available, too. One of these is Claned (www.claned.com). Claned has been awarded 
the TechEdvocate Award in 2017 for The Best Learning Analytics app [2] and it was a finalist 
company for the Best Personalized/Adaptive Learning App category in among the Best Global 
EdTech Companies [3]. Since Moodle is widely used in higher education and thus well-known, 
this paper concentrates more on the features of Claned LMS.   

Claned, the newcomer, has a rather different background philosophy in comparison to 
Moodle. It relies more on the methods and practices of social media rather than the linear, 
teacher-led course model of Moodle. The Claned platform is able to suggest suitable materials 
for the learner similarly as we know from social media. Claned is sometimes called “The 
Facebook of learning” [4]. Commenting and asking is made easy in all types of material, 
including embedded videos. However, in Claned platform, there are no calculus-based 
exercises that are automatically assessed, like STACK-exercises in Moodle. Also, the teacher 
feedback on top of students’ answer is very limited. The different features and different scope 
of the platform raises the question of it suitability for engineering studies. The platform should 
not only be easy to use for the teacher with all essential features, but also the learner experience 
is very important.  

The platform suitability for engineering studies in general and for physics studies in 
particular, is presented. The importance of learning analytic tools is increasing due to the growth 
of online courses. Therefore the learning analytics features are also investigated, even though 
the suitability for physics teaching and studying is naturally the most important point of view. 

 

THE COURSE AND THE PLATFORM 

In this study, an engineering physics 2nd year course (Fluid mechanics and thermodynamics) 
was offered on Claned platform. Most of the students had previous experience in Moodle 
platform. Therefore after the Claned course they were asked to fill-in a survey of their studying 
experience and compare the Moodle and Claned platforms. The course layout looks very 
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different on the different platforms as can be seen in Fig.1. Moodle shows a linear list of links 
to materials and assignments whereas Claned offers a matrix of icons from which to choose the 
contents.  

Fig.1. The appearance of the learning management systems:  Moodle,  Claned. 

The course in Claned LMS was delivered in week packages but the whole length of the 
course was available from the beginning. Every week there were deadlines for homework 
exercises and almost every week had an assessed learning task, either a week exam or a 
measurement assignment [5]. The students were strongly encouraged to follow the week plan 
since deadlines have a great importance in helping students to divide their workload evenly [6]. 
Altogether, there were 138 learning objects, like 5-15 min videoclips, homework sets, 
PowerPoint handouts and the above-mentioned measurement assignments and week exams. 
The structure of one week can be seen in Fig.1.  

The questions in week exams and final exam were offered with the “assessment”-tool in 
Claned. The answer type was always “Attach file answer” meaning that the students made the 
calculations with pen on paper and at the end took a photo of the paper. This picture was then 
uploaded as an answer to the question. In addition to text, it was possible to attach an image or 
a video to an exam question.  

One specific feature that Claned has, is the possibility to rate all materials, including exams 
and embedded videos. An example is shown in Fig.2. Based on the peer’s user experience, 
learners can then choose the materials to read, watch and study. In a MOOC this would be a 
wonderful option, but for course with a linear structure and tight learning objectives, the full 
potential of this feature cannot be used. Also, a large set of materials would be needed to allow 
choosing of the best ones. If the course is built in a traditional way by the teacher, then all extra 
materials need extra work. Anyhow, this is a nice feature which Moodle doesn’t offer. 
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Fig.2. In Claned platform the learners can rate all contents. 

The selection of objects, materials and activities differ to some extent between the two 
platforms. The resources and activities available in Moodle are shown in Fig.3. on the left and 
those of Claned in Fig.3. on the right. The different types of materials Claned supports are: 
Embedded PowerPoint, Word, Excel, Google Slides, Google Docs, Google Sheets, videos, 
images and linked web pages. It is possible also use a SCORM package. The activities (quizzes, 
and assignments) in Claned are: “Multiple choice – One selection”, “Multiple choice – Multiple 
selection”, “Ture – False” “Attach file answer”. The chat and news forum are also available on 
Claned platform on course level and it is not possible to add a discussion area to certain learning 
task.  

Fig.3. The activities and resources available in Moodle and Claned platforms.   
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

At the end of the course, the students were asked to fill-in an online survey about the learner 
experience of the platforms. There were both open-ended questions and questions in 5 point 
Likert scale. On the course there were 35 students of which 15 answered the feedback survey. 
Those students were rather happy with Claned, as can be seen in Fig.4. They found it modern, 
and easy to use. It was also easy to follow own progress on the course and the features were 
sufficient from learner’s point of view. Basically they rated Claned higher in all aspects than 
Moodle. It should be remembered, though, that a messy course is a messy course in any 
platform. One student said in the open-ended question: “Moodle’s weakness is that the platform 
is just as clear as the teacher is. Some courses are logical and neat, whereas others are just 
one hodgepodge…”. 

 

 

Fig.4. Answers to survey questions. 

TEACHER EXPERIENCE 

Moodle is used widely as a learning management system in higher education. Therefore, 
teachers are usually familiar with its features and operating principles. In comparison to 
Moodle, Claned differs in many ways: tools, the amount of activities, messaging and learner 
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analytics. For example, there is no STACK exercises available in Claned and it is not possible 
to build chains of activities or use conditional access to materials according to student progress 
or success. This is a clear limitation. However, it was fully possible to build a 100% 
asynchronous online course in Claned with only some compromises:  

1) All the students had same exam questions with same numerical values for the quantities. 
This is due to the lack of parametrized, calculus-based questions (STACK) and due to 
the lack of randomized questions from a question pool. Since this was an online course 
in open university, the students didn’t know each other and never saw each other face-
to-face. Therefore, cheating by doing the exams together was not likely. Clearly, Claned 
LMS is build more for social, self-directed life-long learning rather than teacher-led 
courses with strict testing. 

2) The direct commenting of student answers is not possible on Claned LMS “assessment”-
activity (there is an option to use SCORM packages in Claned, but this was not tested 
here). Personal feedback and instruction about student’s success, and possible 
misconceptions, is important for the learning [7]. In Moodle, you can write and draw on 
top of student’s answer if it is handed out in pdf-format. In Claned the answer needed 
to be downloaded and then made the markings for example in PowerPoint (Fig.5.) and 
upload the feedback to student It works well but needs a few extra steps to accomplish.  

Fig.5. A way to give personal feedback to student answers in exams and other 
assignments. 

 
The most exiting features in Claned from teacher’s point of view are related to learning 

analytics and video commenting options it offers. As mentioned earlier, Claned has been 
awarded the TechEdvocate Award in 2017 for The Best Learning Analytics app [1]. Not all the 
features are explained here, only the most relevant ones according to the teacher of the pilot 
course. 

1) The students are asked how interesting they consider a certain learning object, how 
challenging they find it and how competent did they feel. This applies also to exams and 
other assessments. For a teacher the results are visualized as shown in Fig.6. In addition 
to actual learning outcome, this gives a nice view to assignments from the student point 
of view and works as a tool for improving the them.  
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Fig.6. The collected view of the score and student experience of an assignment (week exam in 
this case). 

 
2) For learning, it has to be challenging enough to keep the students interested. However, 

if everything is too hard to understand the frustration exceeds the interest and students 
feel lost and angry. Claned asks the challenge level of all learning objects and visualizes 
the results to the teacher either in a collected view, as shown in Fig.7., or individually 
student by student.  

Fig.7. The collected view of students’ experience of the challenge the different learning 
objects form. Here only part of the course’s study objects are shown. 

 
3) The total study time view. The time the students have spent on the LMS are shown as 

demonstrated in Fig.8. Similarly as in other platforms, it is impossible to measure the 
actual total study time, since reading the course book, doing calculations with pen on 
paper etc. are not trackable. Despite this limitation, students can be compared to each 
other and for example if someone has spent only a few hours on the platform, he is not 
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actually engaged in the studying and learning. The view is informative but the platform 
lacks (at the moment at least) the possibility to group students according to their 
engagement and send them group messages to encourage studying.  

Fig.8. The total study time view.  
4)  The video commenting tool. Videos are nowadays an essential part of online learning. 

In many cases they are used as one-way information sharing tool. If the learner has some 
questions (and he/she should have!) there is seldom a direct and easy way to present 
them. In Claned platform, it is possible to stop and comment all embedded videos. 
Students can leave either just a comment or mark it with the label “I need help with this” 
to notify the teacher. The comment/question is attached to certain time instant of the 
video and it is therefore easy for both the student and the teacher to access the right spot. 
The videos can be distributed in YouTube, for example, and the embedding links are 
then used in Claned platform. This is very convenient.  

Fig.8. The video commenting tool. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The Claned LMS offered a fresh look and necessary tools to deliver a 100% online physics 
course. Learning analytics tools on the platform offer a good view to student progress and 
learner experience of the materials. The possibility to comment and ask questions about 
embedded videos is great. However, the Claned LMS is not built from engineering studies point 
of view and it doesn’t offer parametrized calculus-based exercises in which values are 
randomized for each student. Also commenting of student answers is a bit cumbersome. As a 
summary it can be said that the Claned LMS works well, analytics features are great, student 
experience was good and the platform has the minimum set of necessary tools for physics online 
teaching.  
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